AKKC’s sustainability policy
Aalborg Congres & Culture Center’s (AKKC) ambition is to take the lead within the event industry towards
integrating sustainable practices in our business activities. This will focus on people, the environment and
the economy, and full compliance with the regulatory framework we operate in.
When working with sustainability, AKKC will focus on the following:
-

-

-

The human resources, opportunities and needs in the ongoing work with sustainability.
Accommodating these different needs, wishes and opportunities is an important prerequisite for
our ability to work together towards sustainable behavior.
The environmental resources and long-term thinking in relation to the world’s limited resources.
We will promote renewable energy, focus on extending the life cycle of materials, and strive to
recycle what can be recycled.
That these exact human and environmental resources will result in a healthy economy benefitting
our customers, partners and suppliers.

Through our sustainability work, AKKC will contribute to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals. Thus, we
have committed ourselves to a selection of sustainable development goals and targets and implemented
these in our sustainability work – as well as continuously evaluating our contribution to those goals.
AKKC will use its platform and network to promote sustainable practices, solutions and behaviors. To do so,
clear and open communication about working with sustainability is needed. We can not accomplish this
task on our own – we recognize that we need to extend our efforts and enter partnerships with others as
we are working together for change.
At AKKC, we set goals for our work with sustainability. As we reach the individual goals, we will
continuously set new ones, as well as further develop our sustainability policy. AKKC will devote the
necessary financial resources to ensure that working with sustainability stays a priority inside and outside
the organization.
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